USING IDATE (iSeries Date Conversion)

IDATE is a SQL User Defined Function that takes iSeries dates (really just decimal and characters fields) and converts them to SQL Date Data Type.

There is also a function called ConvertToIdate to convert date data types into iSeries type dates. Specifically, the date is returned as integer in the format requested. 

Normally to convert a iSeries date in SQL to a date data type takes something like this. 

SELECT ITNBR,
 CRDT,
 Date(Substring(Digits(CRDT),4,2) || '/' ||  Substring(Digits(CRDT),6,2) || '/' || Substring(Digits(CRDT),2,2)) As ADateField FROM ITMRVA                                          

This assumes a *CYMD numeric field and assumes I get the formatting correct. You can spend hours trying to get one of these correct, at least I have.  

In contrast, we can just do the following using iDate 

Select ITNBN, iDate(EATO) From ITMRVA.  

The resulting fields can be used just like any date field. You can do durations, selections, grouping, sorting, whatever. As far as SQL is concerned, it is just a date field. 

If the format of the field matches the default, we just give it the field name. The rest is automatic. 

Given the output from a DSPOBJD, we can do the following:

SELECT iDate(ODCDAT,'*MDY'), iDate(ODRDAT,'*MDY'),   
FROM tlist Order By 1

For whatever reason, IBM choose to create output file using MDY in character format. As you can see, they are processed automatically. 

iDate has two parameters.

Parameter one:

Value to be converted. This can be numeric, character, integer or even a date data type. If the field is a date data type, it is just returned as it is. You can, also, defined numeric, character or integer constants have them converted also

Invalid dates are returned as Null fields so you can use things like COALESCE 
to have messages printing out if a field is null. 

Note you can also do character fields they can include formatting. Using the following iDate(‘2001-10-01’,’*CCYMD’) works fine. The formatting characters are just stripped out. 

Parameter two:

Date format. This is the format of the iSeries field or constant. If the field is defined as a numeric 7/0 you would probably use *CYMD. If defined as 8/0 numeric, you would probably use *CCYMD. Obviously, it is up to you to know what the format of the field is that you need to convert.  

This field is optional. You only need to include it if the format of the field does not match the default format. The following are the types I have defined. 

*CYMD  	- Century Number (0 or 1), Year, Month and Day.
*CCYMD	- Century, Year, Month and Day.
*MDCCYY	- Month, Day, Century, Year
*MDY		- Month, Day, Year
*YMD		- Year, Month, Day
*DMY		- Day, Month, Year
*JUL		- Short Julian YYDDD.
*LJUL  	- Long Julian CCYYDDD.
*JDEJUL        - CYYDDD Julian. Century Number (0 or 1) for J.D. Edward folks. 
*CYJUL         - CYYDDD Julian Century Number (0 or 1).

Any other format will return an error. 

The default date format is included as a constant in the code. I have set it to *CCYMD because I think that should be the most common type. If you have a different default format on your system, change the constant cDefaultFormat in the header of XVIDAT_M01 before you compile. 

For example, in Mapics, it is *CYMD.

Function ConvertToIDate. 

This function returns a date data type as an Iseries type date. Specifically, it is returned as an integer value in the format requested. 

The formats used as identical for these used for the iDate functions. 

If you call the function without a date format, it will use the default format defined in the XVIDAT service program. For example, assuming a default of *CCYMD, 

Select ConvertToIDate(Date_Field) From FileX

Will return a 20070523 if the date field had the value 05/23/2007. 

If I supplied the date format of *MDY, the value returned would 052307. 

Select ConvertToIDate(Date_Field,’*MDY’) From Filex.

If the value passed is an invalid date, a zero is returned. 
Installing

iDate is packaged as a save file at V5R2M0. In addition, I have included the source code separately as text files in case you are at a lower level than V5R2M0. 

Unzip the package file and use FTP or File Transfer to transfer the save file to the iSeries. 

I have included a document called “Instructions on Transferring Save Files to the AS400.rtf” that details all the various ways to transfer a save file or source to the AS/400.

Do a RSTLIB from the save file to library IDATE. All compiled objects and source is included in this library.
 
Note also that I compiled the service program into a library named IDATE. If you want to use a different library, edit the XVIDAT_SQL member and change IDATE to whatever library you want to use. 

Make sure that whatever library you use that it is always on the library list. SQL must be able to find it every time.


To manually recreate the service program create source file QSRCF and copy the source members from the PC. 

Note I use a single source file QSRCF. If you don’t like this, it is up to you to change everything around to use multiple source files. Why you would want to, I have no idea.  

CALL PGM(CRTIDATE) PARM(‘Pgm_Lib’ ‘Src_Lib’ ‘Target_Rls’) to create objects. 

Pgm_Lib is library to compile to.

Src_Lib is the library where source file QSRCF is located.

Target_Rls is release to compile to V5R2M0, V5R3M0, etc. 

When you finish running, look for a spool file that is created as a result of running RUNSQLSTM. Check it for errors. The first time you run it, you should get errors for dropping the functions as they do not exist. Any other errors are a problem. 
How does it work             

As indicated, iDate and ConvertToIDate areSQL User Defined Function. 

The functions are registered with SQL and are implemented as an RPG/ILE service program. 

There are ten functions:

IDAT_PACKED_DEFAULT  - Packed Decimal 8,0 with no date format. 
IDAT_CHARACTER_DEFAULT – VarChar 10 with no date format. 
IDAT_INTEGER_DEFAULT – Integer with no date format. 
IDAT_DATE_DEFAULT – Date Data Type with no date format. 
IDAT_PACKED – Packed Decimal 8,0 with date format. 
IDAT_CHARACTER – VarChar 10 with date format. 
IDAT_INTEGER – Integer with date format. 
IDAT_DATE  - Date format with a date format. Date format is just ignored. 

IDAT_CONVERTTOISERIES – Convert to Iseries type date. 
IDAT_CONVERTTOISERIESDEFAULT – Convert to Iseries type date-Default format. 

SQL on the iSeries is polymorphic, that is to say, if the field or constant you are using is a character field and you do not include the date format, SQL knows to call the IDAT_CHARACTER_DEFAULT but if you include the Date Format it will call the IDAT_CHARACTER function. 

SQL also maps the various field sizes to functions sizes so for example if I type 010107, it gets mapped to an integer field.

In other words, SQL knows which function to call based on the type and size of the variables passed as parameters. 

The following are the function declarations. The full declarations are included in XVIDAT_SQL.

  Create Function iDATE(Decimal(8,0))                       
    Returns Date                                            
    Language RPGLE                                          
    External Name 'IDATE/XVIDAT(IDAT_PACKED_DEFAULT)'      
    Deterministic                                           
    No SQL                                                  
    Parameter Style SQL                                     
    Allow Parallel                                          
    No External Action;                                     
                                                            
  Create Function iDATE(VarChar(10))                        
    Returns Date                                            
    Language RPGLE                                          
    External Name 'IDATE/XVIDAT(IDAT_CHARACTER_DEFAULT)'   
    Deterministic                                           
    No SQL                                                  
    Parameter Style SQL                                     
    Allow Parallel                                          
    No External Action;                                     
                                                            
  Create Function iDATE(Integer)                               
    Returns Date                                               
    Language RPGLE                                             
    External Name 'IDATE/XVIDAT(IDAT_INTEGER_DEFAULT)'        
    Deterministic                                              
    No SQL                                                     
    Parameter Style SQL                                        
    Allow Parallel                                             
    No External Action;                                        
                                                               
  Create Function iDATE(Date)                                  
    Returns Date                                               
    Language RPGLE                                             
    External Name 'IDATE/XVIDAT(IDAT_DATE_DEFAULT)'           
    Deterministic                                              
    No SQL                                                     
    Parameter Style SQL                                        
    Allow Parallel                                             
    No External Action;     

  Create Function iDATE(Decimal(8,0), VarChar(10))   
    Returns Date                                     
    Language RPGLE                                   
    External Name 'IDATE/XVIDAT(IDAT_PACKED)'       
    Deterministic                                    
    No SQL                                           
    Parameter Style SQL                              
    Allow Parallel                                   
    No External Action;                              
                                                     
  Create Function iDATE(VarChar(10), VarChar(10))    
    Returns Date                                     
    Language RPGLE                                   
    External Name 'IDATE/XVIDAT(IDAT_CHARACTER)'    
    Deterministic                                    
    No SQL                                           
    Parameter Style SQL                              
    Allow Parallel                                   
    No External Action;                              
                                                                                        
  Create Function iDATE(Integer, VarChar(10))         
    Returns Date                                      
    Language RPGLE                                    
    External Name 'IDATE/XVIDAT(IDAT_INTEGER)'       
    Deterministic                                     
    No SQL                                            
    Parameter Style SQL                               
    Allow Parallel                                    
    No External Action;                               
                                                      
  Create Function iDATE(Date, VarChar(10))            
    Returns Date                                      
    Language RPGLE                                    
    External Name 'IDATE/XVIDAT(IDAT_DATE)'          
    Deterministic                                     
    No SQL                                            
    Parameter Style SQL                               
    Allow Parallel                                    
    No External Action;                               

  Create Function ConvertToiDATE(Date, VarChar(10))            
    Returns Integer                                            
    Language RPGLE                                             
    External Name 'EMUTIL/XVIDAT(IDAT_CONVERTTOISERIES)'       
    Deterministic                                              
    No SQL                                                     
    Parameter Style SQL                                        
    Called On Null Input                                       
    Allow Parallel                                             
    No External Action;                                        
                                                               
  Create Function ConvertToiDATE(Date)                            
    Returns Integer                                               
    Language RPGLE                                                
    External Name 'EMUTIL/XVIDAT(IDAT_CONVERTTOISERIESDEFAULT)'   
    Deterministic                                                 
    No SQL                                                        
    Parameter Style SQL                                           
    Called On Null Input                                          
    Allow Parallel                                                
    No External Action;                                           

As you can see, each function is mapped into one of 10 different procedures in a single ervice program. IBM uses Service Programs for performance reasons. You can implement UDF’s as called programs but it would be extremely slow vs. a service program. 

The code is pretty straight forward. I am using the SQL Parameter style. The means that SQL passes and returns null indicators along with the SQL State, Function Name, Specific Name and Diagnostic message. 

If you have additional interest in writing UDF’s, see the IBM documentation. 

Here are the source members.

XVIDAT	- Top level to bind service program together. 
XVIDAT_M01	- Implementation code –iDate Code. 
XVIDAT_M02	- Implementation code-ConvertToIDate code. . 
XVIDAT_PR	- Prototypes. 
XVIDAT_B	- Bindary. 
XVIDAT_SQL	- Statements to drop and register the functions with SQL.

Note that XVIDAT can just be used a normal service program and can be called by a program to do date conversion. Given the built-in functions in RPG these days, not much reason to do that.                                                                    

Well, that should do it. 

If you can questions or problems, give me a call or e-mail me at:

Alan Campin
253-266-7676 (Cell)
alan0307d@bigfoot.com

I have included all the date formats I could think of. If you need something else, you could add them to the code or drop me a line and I could add them .

Good luck. I hope this is as handy for you as it is for me. 

